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Dear Editor,

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) is the cause of COVID-19, which has posed a massive
threat to human health, economy, and security worldwide (Bai
et al., 2022). Genomic analysis of SARS-CoV-2 and related
coronaviruses revealed that SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2
likely had ancestors (Xu et al., 2020), which might originate in
bats, followed by subsequent spread within intermediate hosts
(spillover hosts) and then transmission to humans (Wang et
al., 2021). The host range of both viruses may be expanded to
include primates and other mammals (Liu et al., 2021). An-
giotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) has been proved as
the main responsible receptor for SARS-CoV-2 to infect hu-
man cells by specifically interacting with the receptor-binding
domain (RBD) of spike (S) protein in (Lan et al., 2020).
Consequently, characterizing the interaction between SARS-

CoV-2 S and ACE2 orthologs from various species is crucial
for pursuing the intermediate host candidates. Recently,
functional analysis of ACE2 orthologs revealed that pets,
domestic animals, and multiple wild animals could bind to
SARS-CoV-2 RBD and promote the pseudovirus transduction
(Wu et al., 2020). However, current recombinant ACE2 ex-
pression relies on insect and mammalian cells with low yield
(<1 mg L−1) and long production cycle (Zhang et al., 2020).
Here, we propose developing microbial cells to express

ACE2 homologs to analyze the cross-species evolution
features of ACE2 receptors binding with SARS-CoV-2 RBD.
We performed a phylogenetic analysis of 31 vertebrate
species covering domestic and wild animals from 13 orders
in four vertebrate classes (mammals, amphibians, reptiles,
and fishes) (Figure 1A and Table S1 in Supporting In-
formation). 16 key residues in human ACE2 (hACE2) re-
sponsible for the interaction with RBD were highlighted
(Lan et al., 2020). We compared these residues of 31 ACE2
orthologs with hACE2 and found more substitutions were
observed in amphibians, reptiles, and fishes by contrast to
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mammals. The C-terminal region is more evolutionarily
conserved than N-terminal and Middle regions. To verify
evolution analysis results, ACE2s from 15 species were
heterologously expressed, including marmot, tiger, cat, cat-
tle, pig, and dog with fewer substitutions, mink, ferret,
pangolin, rat, civet, bat, and zebrafish with middle sub-
stitutions, snake and turtle with more substitutions.
Full-length hACE2 (805 aa) consists of a signal peptide

(1–17 aa), an ectodomain (18–740 aa), and a single trans-
membrane helix with a ~40-residue intracellular segment.
hACE2 dimerizes through two interfaces, the PD and the
neck domain (616–740 aa) (Yan et al., 2020). To investigate
the effect of hACE2 structure on its binding to RBD, we
expressed hACE2(18–615 aa) and hACE2(18–740 aa) in
three hosts, respectively (Figures S1–S3 in Supporting In-
formation). The results showed that they were successfully
secreted in yeast Pichia pastoris (P. pastoris) (Figure 1D).
The binding affinity of P. pastoris and HEK293 hACE2
(740) was similar (Figures S4 and S5 in Supporting In-
formation, Figure 1D). Inclusion of the natural C-terminal
ACE2 collectrin domain (residues 615 to 740) could improve
the binding affinity (Figure 1D). The molecular weight
analysis revealed that hACE2(740) was a dimer while
hACE2(615) was a monomer (Figure 1D). Overall, these
results demonstrated that hACE2 expressed by P. pastoris
could effectively bind to SARS-CoV-2 RBD, and the length
of hACE2 ectodomain affected interaction.
To study the interaction between SARS-CoV-2 RBD and

ACE2 orthologs, ACE2(615/740)s of 15 animals were ex-
pressed in P. pastoris (Figures S6 and S7 in Supporting In-
formation). For ACE2(615) orthologs, ELISA and BLI
analysis showed binding affinities lower than hACE2(615)
(Figure S8 and S9 in Supporting Information). ACE2(740)
orthologs to SARS-CoV-2 RBD. While, ACE2(740) ortho-
logs displayed significantly higher binding signals than
ACE2(615)s (Figure 1B and Figure S10 in Supporting In-
formation), suggesting that ACE2 protein length affected
RBD binding affinities. Previous studies (Glasgow et al.,
2020), as well as our results, demonstrated that the residues
(615 to 740) contributing to hACE2 dimerization boosted the
binding affinity (Figure 1D). However, only part of ACE2
(740) orthologs among different species were dimerized
(Table S2), suggesting that ACE2 ortholog length, not di-
merization, was crucial for the binding affinity. Thus, ACE2
(740) might better characterize RBD binding. By comparing
the binding affinities of ACE2(740) orthologs with hACE2
(740) to RBD, pig and tiger were similar to human; marmot
and cattle were 1.5–2 fold weaker; pangolin, dog, and cat
were 3–6 fold weaker; mink, snake, and civet were 80–200
fold weaker; rat and turtle showed poor binding signals;
ferret, bat, and zebrafish showed no binding. Interestingly,
minks and ferrets are both from the same mammal family, and
their appearances look very similar, but their binding affi-

nities differ (Figure S9 in Supporting Information and Figure
1B). Previous studies showed that some rodentia ACE2s were
not binding to RBD, such as mouse, rat, and Guinea pig (Liu
et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2020); here, we demonstrated that
marmot ACE2 could effectively bind to RBD as a possible
intermediate host. Overall, reptile and fish ACE2 showed
insignificant binding to RBD.
To determine whether the residue substitutions in ACE2

orthologs affect the binding to SARS-CoV-2 RBD, we ana-
lyzed the correlation between substitutions of 16 key re-
sidues and binding affinities (KD value) (Figure 1C and
Figure S11 in Supporting Information). Then Yi value was
calculated by using the equation Yi=−log10KDi (KDi denotes
KD value of i kind of animal), the substitution numbers of i
kind of animal in three regions (N-terminal, Middle, C-
terminal) were as xi

1, xi
2, xi

3, and multiple linear regression

was used to fit Yi and xi
j (j=1, 2, 3). We found that xi

1

(P<0.05) was significantly related to KD value, while xi
2 and

xi
3 were not related to KD value, suggesting that the N-

terminal region was important for the binding between
ACE2 and RBD. This result indicated that we should pay
more attention to the residues in N-terminal region for evo-
lutionary analysis of ACE2/RBD binding. Moreover, re-
gression analysis on the total number of substitutions was
found to be significantly correlated with the KD value. The
results revealed that the binding affinities between ACE2
(740) orthologs and SARS-CoV-2 RBD were related to the
substitutions of 16 residues on the interaction surface.
To understand the molecular basis of ACE2 orthologs

binding to SARS-CoV-2 RBD, we constructed ACE2 models
using AlphaFold 2 (Figure S12 in Supporting Information)
and investigated protein-protein docking (Figures S13 and
S14 in Supporting Information). The docking scores of turtle,
dog, bat, rat, and zebrafish ACE2s with RBD were higher,
indicating weaker affinities and more unstable complex
structures, consistent with BLI results (Figure S9 and Table
S3 in Supporting Information). Meanwhile, diversified in-
teractions between ACE2 orthologs and RBD were observed
(Figure S15 and Table S4 in Supporting Information). Cattle,
cat, mink, and civet ACE2s possessed similar intermediate
binding affinities (Figure S9 in Supporting Information), but
marmot, pig, and pangolin ACE2s had higher binding affi-
nities. More substitutions from N-terminal and middle re-
gions of ACE2s occurred in amphibians, reptiles, and fishes
compared with mammals (Figure 1A), thereby affecting the
interaction state with RBD (Figure S15 in Supporting In-
formation). In addition, structural variations in marmot, pig,
and pangolin ACE2/RBD complexes affected docking (Fig-
ures S14 and S15 in Supporting Information). Taken together,
these findings implied that the precise interactions between
ACE2s and SARS-CoV-2 RBD were related to the key re-
sidue substitutions and their three-dimensional structures.
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In conclusion, we have built a simple and quick platform
for the in vitro characterization of SARS-CoV-2 S RBD/
ACE2 interactions. This simple and low-cost platform al-
lows us to manufacture ACE2 proteins in a small amount of
time. According to the findings of this study, despite the
rapid in vitro characterization of the ACE2/RBD interaction,
more research on infection potential is required using cell
cultures, stem cells, organoids, and other methods such as
direct animal infection studies at the BSL-3 laboratory and
SARS-CoV-2-specific antibody detections in wild animals.
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Figure 1 Cross-species evolution features of ACE2 receptors binding with SARS-CoV-2 RBD. A, Phylogenetic analysis of 31 species based on ACE2 and
characteristics of the SARS-CoV-2 RBD-binding residues of ACE2s. Phylogenetic tree based on ACE2 amino acids sequence was generated using MEGA X.
The 31 species belonging to 13 orders are shown in the right column. Sixteen key residues of hACE2 for interacting with SARS-CoV-2 RBD were listed. Red
letters suggested the substitutions in the ACE2 of 31 species. B, The binding affinity of 16 ACE2(740) orthologs to SARS-CoV-2 RBD by BLI. C,
Correlation analysis between the number of substitutions of 16 residues of ACE2 orthologs and KD values. D, Expression and characterization of hACE2
(740/615) in P. pastoris. SDS-PAGE analysis of hACE2(740/615) was performed after purification. BLI kinetics of hACE2(740/516) binding to immobilized
RBD-mFc with association (t=0 to 30 s) and dissociation (t>120 s). Monomer and dimer for truncated hACE2 were confirmed by SEC. Y=−log10KD.
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